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ACTION ITEMS LIST ONGOING/COMPLETED

Item: 2204 and 2205 Water Leak Update
Action/Result: A site meeting with IRC was held on April the 8th at 9:30am.
Both the roof and unit 2205 were both reviewed. More test openings were
suggested. Just waiting on the proposal.

Item: Window Replacement (2201, 2202, 2205) Update
Action/Result: Ongoing.

101 - Still awaiting proper caulking to back butter window supplier
2201 - The window is in. Just need to coordinate the installations as it does not
fit in the elevator.
2202 - Outstanding.
2205 - Completed.
2109 - needs window latch no supply
2001 - needs window operator no supply
1807 - needs patio door wheels no supply
1606 - needs two sealed units in stock now.
805 - window operator no supply
2003 - Parts have still not arrived
Gym - the glass in the gym not available. Paramount is looking into another
supplier.

1606—501—2001 windows are in but window operators/window latches.

Item: Generator Pump Room Quote
Action/Result: Clint from Boilertek has provided a quote. I am just waiting to
hear back from Genrep.

Item: Chillers
Action/Result: Chiller repairs have been completed. When the manufacturer
was on site he noted that additional repairs are required.
The attached proposal is for the replacement and repairs required to the motor
terminal on chiller #1 and compressor #1 which is believed to have been caused
during a power outage/surge in late August. Please note Ottawa Mechanical is
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still waiting on further pricing for a replacement starter on chiller #2 and
compressor #2 which was found during recent chiller repairs.

Labor $14,340.00
Materials $9560.00

IRC has reviewed the reports and they would like to point out a few things.
There are several considerations that the board may want to take a look at
prior to proceeding with the repairs.

The chillers are approximately 17 years old, and the expected service life of air
cooled chillers are in the order of 20 to 25 years, depending on the level of
maintenance. This means that these chillers are approaching the end of their
life, and high price repairs will become more frequent, and replacement parts
will not be as readily available.

It is advisable to consider replacement options at this point in time given the
age of the units, the cost of the repairs, and the approaching reserve fund
allocation (circa 2025).  The idea would be to avoid the repair cost and
contribute the funds to a potential chiller replacement.

At the moment, the lead time for replacement chillers is very long and IRC has
seen reported quotes to be in excess of 20 weeks. This means that a
replacement would need to be completed in the fall of 2023.

The big question is: can the building get through the summer with the limited
capacity? From the reports IRC has reviewed,  their understanding is that there
are multiple chillers that serve the building, and the chiller with the reported
concerns is partly operational.  Therefore this may be feasible if the chilled
water system was designed with a factor of redundancy.
If the building cannot get past the summer on the chillers in their current
state, then repairs would be unavoidable, despite the chillers being due for
replacement in the upcoming years.

IRC has provided a proposal to complete an assessment of the chilled water
plant including a review of the reported issues as described by the base
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building mechanical contractor. The report will also comment on the quote
provided by the base building mechanical contractor.

A proposal for the Condition Assessment of the existing Chiller Water Plant is
attached.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/BOARD APPROVAL

● Hot Water Tank Replacement
● BBQ Replacement

STATUS CERTIFICATES APRIL2022

Date Requested Unit Number Date Received Requested By

April 04, 2022 1005 April 13, 2022 HanMin, Tu
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